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Abstract The current Web specifications such as HTML still treat video and audio
resources as ‘foreign’ objects on the Web, especially lacking a transparent integration
with current Web content. The Media Fragments URI specification is part of various
efforts at W3C trying to make media a “first class citizen” on the Web. More specifically,
with a Media Fragment URI, one can point to a media fragment by means of a URI,
enabling people to identify, share, link, and consume media fragments in a standardized
way. In this paper, we propose and evaluate a number of implementation strategies for
Media Fragments. Additionally, we present two optimized implementation strategies: a
Media Fragment Translation Service allowing to keep existing Web infrastructure such
as Web servers and proxies and a fully integrated Media Fragments URI server that
is independent of underlying media formats. Finally, we show how multiple bit rate
media delivery can be deployed in a Media Fragments aware environment, using our
Media Fragments URI server.
Keywords Format-independent · Implementation · Media Fragments URI · NinSuna

1 Introduction
Today, audio and video resources are omnipresent within the World Wide Web (WWW)
and are used for various applications such as advertising, enterprise collaboration, entertainment, and product reviews. However, considering the current Web specifications
such as HTML, video and audio resources are still treated as ‘foreign’ objects on the
Web, especially lacking a transparent integration with current Web content. Therefore, various efforts at W3C, such as HTML51 and the Video in the Web activity2 , try
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to make media a “first class citizen” on the Web, enabling people to create, identify,
navigate, search, link, consume, and distribute media resources [12].
In this paper, we focus on a specific part of W3C’s Video in the Web activity:
Media Fragment URIs. The mission of the W3C Media Fragments Working Group3
(MFWG) is to address media fragments on the Web using Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URIs) [4]. Following a requirement phase [15], three different axes have been identified
for media fragments: temporal (i.e. a time range), spatial (i.e. a spatial region), and
track (i.e. a track contained in the media resource) [16]. Furthermore, media fragments
can be identified by name, which is a semantic replacement for addressing any range
along the aforementioned three axes.
In this paper, we present a number of implementation strategies for the efficient
retrieval of Media Fragments, based on the protocols described in the Media Fragments 1.0 specification [16]. For each strategy, we provide implementation details and
elaborate on the pro’s and cons of each approach. Further, we present two optimized
approaches to serve and retrieve Media Fragments. More specifically, an approach is
presented where the existing Web infrastructure is kept as much as possible to handle
Media Fragments, as well as a fully integrated Media Fragments server that is independent of underlying media fragments. Additionally, we elaborate on an application
scenario where Media Fragments URIs are meaningful: multiple bit rate media delivery
in a Media Fragments aware environment.

2 Media Fragments 1.0 Specification
In this section, we present a brief overview of the Media Fragments 1.0 specification.
The specification falls apart into two big parts: the specification of the URI syntax and
the protocol for the retrieval of Media Fragment URIs.

2.1 URI Syntax
As introduced above, three fragment axes exist: temporal (i.e., a time range), spatial
(i.e., a spatial region), and track (i.e., one or more specific tracks). These axes are
also illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that the three fragment axes can also be combined
(e.g., a spatial region over a time range for a given track). The specification defines
the syntax for mediaf rag within the URI protocol://path/mediaf ile#mediaf rag. For
brevity, we give for each axis an example; the full syntactical details can be found in
the specification [16].
– temporal: http://example.com/media.mp4#t=10,30 identifies the time range [10s,30s[
of media.mp4;
– spatial: http://example.com/media.mp4#xywh=10,10,50,50 identifies a spatial region of media.mp4 with as size 50x50 pixels and with as upper left coordinate
(10px,10px);
– track: http://example.com/media.mp4#track=video&track=audio_fr identifies the
video and french audio track of media.mp4.
3
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Fig. 1 Visualization of media fragments.

2.2 Media Fragment Retrieval
HTML fragments are typically intepreted by the User Agent (UA) after downloading the complete HTML document. However, applying the same approach for media
fragments would not be efficient in terms of bandwidth because media resources are
characterized by a large size (compared to HTML documents). Therefore, when retrieving media fragments, our goal is to retrieve only the bytes that correspond to the
requested media fragment. For example, if we request the last minute of a 3 hours
video, then we only need to download the bytes corresponding to the last minute.

2.2.1 URI Fragments vs. URI Queries
For media fragment addressing, both approaches (URI query and URI fragment) are
useful. URI fragments (‘#’) point at so-called ‘secondary’ resources according to the
URI specification [2]. Per definition, such a secondary resource is a sub-part of the
primary resource. From a physical point of view, this means that media fragments
(when extracted from their primary resource) should be expressible in terms of byte
ranges. In other words, there must exist a mapping between a media fragment and one
or multiple byte ranges in the primary resource.
On the other hand, using URI queries (‘?’) to identify a fragment results in a
completely new resource, which means that there is no notion of a primary resource.
Since URI queries result in new resources, there is also no restriction regarding the
bytes used to represent the fragment. Thus, in case a media fragment needs to be
extracted/re-encoded but it cannot be expressed in terms of byte ranges pointing to
the primary resource, one could use a URI query instead of a URI fragment. For
example, spatial media fragments are very hard to extract given the limitations of the
current coding formats (see further).
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In the remainder of this paper, the term ‘media fragment’ corresponds to a media
fragment identified by a URI fragment.
2.2.2 The Role of Media Formats
The extraction of media fragments is dependent on the underlying media format. Moreover, media formats introduce restrictions regarding possibilities to extract media fragments along different axes. Dependent on the fragment axis, there are different requirements regarding the extraction of media fragments (i.e., expressing media fragments
in terms of byte ranges and thus obtaining them without transcoding operations).
– Temporal: random access points need to occur in a regular way. Random access
refers to the ability of a decoder to start decoding at a point in a media resource
other than at the beginning and to recover an exact or approximate representation of the decoded resource [3]. In case of video, random access points typically
correspond to intra-coded pictures.
– Spatial: independently coded spatial regions are required. More specifically, (mostly
rectangular) regions of the picture need to be coded independently from each other.
For instance, Regions Of Interest (ROIs) and a background are coded independently, which results in the possibility to extract these ROIs.
– Track: the way tracks are extracted from a media resource is dependent on the
container format. In contrast to temporal and spatial fragment extraction, tracks
are not ‘encoded’ but ‘encapsulated’ within a container format and can thus always
be extracted without low-level transcoding operations. Based on the headers of the
container format, it is possible to locate the proper byte ranges corresponding to the
desired track. However, since tracks within a media resource are usually interleaved
(e.g., interleaved audio and video, typically with intervals of 0.5s-1s), the number
of byte ranges corresponding to one track becomes very high (e.g., a 30 minutes
video track interleaved with a 1s interval is represented by 1800 byte ranges).
The MFWG made an overview table4 indicating which media formats were compliant
with the above requirements. Overall, we can state that current media format combinations (i.e., container + coding format) comply to the temporal and track fragment
restrictions, but not to the spatial fragment restrictions. Therefore, it was decided
not to retrieve spatial media fragments, but to always download the full resource and
to interpret the spatial fragment locally. Also, in case of track fragments, special arrangements need to be made due to the possible occurrence of a huge amount of byte
ranges.

3 Efficient Media Fragment Retrieval over HTTP
The current Web infrastructure, based on the HTTP protocol, is not aware of addressing methods others than bytes to point to a portion of a media resource. Therefore,
in order to implement and deploy a system able to deal with Media Fragment URIs,
the key requirement is to have a module that is able to translate media fragments
(i.e., expressed in time or tracks) into fragments expressed in terms of bytes (i.e., byte
4 http://www.w3.org/2008/WebVideo/Fragments/WD-media-fragments-reqs/
#fitness-table
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of a media resource. The numbers at the top and bottom
correspond to the display time and byte offset respectively. The ‘H’ represents the bytes corresponding to codec setup information.

ranges) [17]. As we will elaborate on in the next subsections, the main difference between the different media fragment retrieval strategies is the location of this translation
module (i.e., at the UA or at the server).
In Fig. 2, a schematic representation of media resource is given, indicating the link
between its byte offsets and the temporal fragment axis (expressed in terms of seconds).
As discussed in Sect. 2.2.2, random access points occur in a regular way (i.e., at 0, 10,
and 20 seconds). It is important to note that the link between byte offsets and media
fragment axes is dependent on the coding and container formats. The latter implies
that fragment translation modules are dependent on media formats. In Sect. 5, we will
show how this format dependency can be solved when the translation module is located
at the server.
As specified in [2], fragment identifiers are separated from the rest of the URI
prior to a dereference. In other words, they are not sent to the server and thus the
identifying information within a fragment needs to be interpreted by the UA. Applying
this to Media Fragment URIs, UAs must be able to parse and interpret media fragment
identifiers. Also, if UAs need help to perform the mapping between media fragments
and byte ranges, the media fragment identifiers need to be communicated in some way
to a media fragments aware server or service in the network. Therefore, the MFWG
recommends a protocol for retrieval of media fragments over HTTP. More specifically,
a number of new HTTP headers was developed, allowing to provide the media fragment
information within an HTTP request. The details of the exact syntax can be found in
the specification [16]; a number of examples of these new headers are provided in the
next subsections.
The media resource depicted in Fig. 2 will be used as example during the elaboration
on the different media fragment retrieval strategies. Given this media resource, we
illustrate the retrieval of the Media Fragment URI http://foo.com/media.mp4#t=11,
19 for each strategy and discuss their pro’s and cons.

3.1 Retrieval without Fragment-to-Byte Range Mapping
The most trivial way to retrieve media fragments is by downloading the full media
resource and do the fragment interpretation locally at the UA. Thus, retrieving seconds
11 until 19 from media.mp4 (Fig. 2) consists of the following steps:
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(a)

GET /video.mp4 HTTP/1.1
Host: www.foo.com
Accept: video/*
Range: bytes=3000-6000

HTTP/1.1 206 Partial Content
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Content-Length: 3000
Content-Type: video/mp4
Content-Range: bytes 3000-6000/8000
{binary data}

(b)

GET /video.mp4 HTTP/1.1
Host: www.mfserver.com
Accept: video/*
Range: t:npt=11-19

HTTP/1.1 206 Partial Content
Accept-Ranges: bytes, t, track
Content-Length: 3052
Content-Type: video/mp4
Content-Range: bytes 3000-6000/8000
Content-Range-Mapping: {t:npt 10-20/0-30}={bytes
3000-6000/8000}
{binary data}

(c)

(d)

GET /video.mp4 HTTP/1.1
Host: www.mfserver.com
Accept: video/*
Range: track=video1

HTTP/1.1 307 Temporary Redirect
Location: http://mfserver.com/video.mp4?track=video
Accept-Ranges: bytes, t, track
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: video/mp4
Link: <http://mfserver.com/video.mp4#track=video1>;
rel="fragment"
Vary: *

GET /MFProxy?url=http://foo.com/video.mp4
Host: www.mfproxy.com
Accept: video/*
Range: t:npt=11-19
Accept-Range-Redirect: bytes

HTTP/1.1 307 Temporary Redirect
Location: http://foo.com/video.mp4
Accept-Ranges: bytes, t, track
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: video/mp4
Content-Range-Mapping: {t:npt 10-20/0-30}={bytes
3000-6000/8000}
Range-Redirect: 3000-6000
Vary: Accept-Range-Redirect

Fig. 3 Different HTTP request and response scenarios.

1. the UA downloads the full media resource (media.mp4) and initializes the decoding
pipeline in the media player;
2. the UA interprets the media fragment identifier, seeks to the position of 11s, and
starts the playback of the media fragment.
Note that this approach is comparable to the way fragment identifiers work with HTML
documents. The advantages of this approach can be formulated as follows.
– The UA does not need the mapping between media fragments and byte ranges since
it requests the full media resource.
– The media resource can be served on any regular HTTP Web server.
However, disadvantages of retrieving the full media resource are as follows:
– this approach is highly inefficient in terms of bandwidth cost, especially because
media resources are typically represented by a large amount of bytes;
– since the full resource needs to be downloaded, the UA can only render the media
fragment when all the bytes before the start of the fragment are downloaded.
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Overall, this approach is very simple to implement, but becomes unfeasible when
dealing with large media resources. To illustrated this simple strategy, we created a
Media Fragments player5 , implementing the retrieval and rendering of Media Fragment
URIs.

3.2 Fragment-to-Byte Range Mapping Calculation at the UA
If the UA is able to perform the translation between the media fragment identifier and
byte ranges, it can optimize the retrieval of media fragments by only downloading the
bytes corresponding to the fragment identifier. The latter can be achieved by performing an HTTP byte range request, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). As already mentioned
above, the translation between media fragments and their corresponding byte ranges is
dependent on the media format. Generally, two approaches exist to perform a ‘remote’
translation, dependent on the organization of the container format. Note that ‘remote’
indicates that the mapping is calculated without having the full media resource at our
disposal.
– Index interpretation: when the underlying container format of the media resource
supports a full index providing a complete mapping of time and byte-offsets, then
only the first couple of bytes corresponding to the index need to be downloaded.
Subsequently, the index is interpreted in order to calculate the mapping between
media fragments and byte ranges. The latter is dependent of the container format
since different container formats use different structures to represent the index.
Examples of container formats providing support for such a full index are MP4
and AVI.
– Bisectional search over HTTP: when no full index is provided at the beginning
of the media resource, the proper byte positions need to found for a given media
fragment identifier. This is obtained by applying a bisectional search over HTTP.
More specifically, the UA starts by guessing which byte position corresponds to a
given temporal position. Subsequently, these bytes are retrieved and interpreted. If
the byte position is too high/low, another guess is made in the right direction until
the correct byte offset is found. It is clear that this method is less efficient in terms
of HTTP round-trips than the first method; but when no index is available, this
method is still more efficient than downloading the full resource (Sect. 3.1). For
instance, for old Ogg files, this approach is followed by applying a bisection search
algorithm over the Ogg pages.
Note that, in case the mapping calculation fails (e.g., the UA is not aware of the
underlying container format) or the mapping results in too many byte ranges (e.g., in
case of interleaved tracks as discussed in Sect. 2.2.2), the UA can decide to download
the full media resource and thus falls back to the approach discussed in Sect. 3.1.
When the UA is able to perform the mapping calculation, the retrieval of media.
mp4#t=11,19 corresponds to the following steps:
1. the UA interprets the media fragment identifier and performs the mapping calculation (by MP4-specific index interpretation in this example);
2. since the temporal range corresponds to the byte range 3000-6000, the UA sends
an HTTP byte range request to retrieve the corresponding bytes (see Fig. 3(a));
5

Available at http://ninsuna.elis.ugent.be/MediaFragmentsPlayer.
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3. the server returns the requested bytes and the UA can start playing the media
fragment.
The advantages of this approach are as follows:
– only the bytes necessary to play the media fragment are retrieved;
– an HTTP 1.1-compliant Web server supporting byte range requests (e.g., Apache)
is enough to serve media fragments;
– media fragments can be cached by existing HTTP caches, since they are retrieved
through regular HTTP byte range requests.
The disadvantage of this approach is that remote fragment-to-byte range mapping is
dependent on the underlying media formats. This means that the UA has to be extended when new media formats need to be supported. Further, this approach requires
at least two HTTP round-trips for obtaining the media fragment.
Currently, there are no Media Fragments 1.0 compliant UAs implementing this
approach. However, there are media players that follow the same principle without
having explicit support for the Media Fragments URI syntax. For instance, the Apple
QuickTime player implements the index interpretation algorithm as explained above
for MP4 media resources. More specifically, when a user seeks to another temporal
position during playback of a media resource served through HTTP, the QuickTime
player requests the proper bytes corresponding to the new temporal position, based on
the index present in the MP4 header.

3.3 Fragment-to-Byte Range Mapping Calculation at the Server
When the server is enhanced with a translation module able to perform the fragmentto-byte range mapping calculation, it can answer media fragment requests from UAs
in terms of seconds. Therefore, the HTTP Range request header needs to be extended
with new units, i.e., time and track. This way, the UA can directly submit the media fragment identifier information within an HTTP request. Further, a new HTTP
response header is necessary (i.e., Content-Range-Mapping), indicating how accurate
the server was able to extract the requested media fragment [16]. For instance, temporal fragments are extracted based on the random access point borders (see Sect. 2.2.2),
which do not necessarily correspond to the requested time points.
The retrieval of media.mp4#t=11,19 corresponds then to the following steps.
1. The UA interprets the media fragment identifier and constructs an HTTP request
containing a Range header with a time unit (see Fig. 3(b)).
2. The server performs the mapping calculation between the requested temporal range
(i.e., 11-19 seconds) and byte ranges. Since the random access points of the media
resource media.mp4 are located at 10s and 20s (see Fig. 2), the corresponding
byte range is 3000-6000 bytes. Thus, the server creates an HTTP response message
with in the body bytes 3000-6000 of media.mp4. Additionally, the server indicates
by means of the Content-Range-Mapping header that the returned bytes do not
correspond with the requested time range (i.e., 11-19s), but to the time range 10-20s
(see Fig. 3(b)).
3. the UA interprets the HTTP response message, loads the received bytes, and plays
the media fragments.
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If the server is unable to perform the mapping calculation (e.g., the server does not
support the underlying container format), it can return the full media resource. Additionally, if the mapping calculation results in too many byte ranges (e.g., interleaved
tracks), the server can decide to redirect the UA to another resource that represents
the requested media fragment (by means of a URI query). For instance, such a resource
can be the same Media Fragments URI, but instead of using the ‘#’ symbol, the ‘?’
symbol is used. This way, the server does not have to communicate the list of byte
ranges corresponding to the media fragment. An example of such a scenario is depicted
in Fig. 3(c).
The advantages of this approach can be formulated as follows.
– the UA only needs to be able to interpret media fragments, there is no need to
perform a mapping calculation between media fragments and byte ranges. Thus,
only a small number of modifications are necessary for existing media players in
order to support this approach.
– a media fragment is always retrieved within one HTTP round-trip.
– the mapping module is less complex than the module needed at the UA (see previous subsection) because the server has the full media resource at its disposal (i.e.,
no remote mapping calculation is necessary).
On the other hand, there are also a number of disadvantages.
– A compliant HTTP 1.1 Web server is not enough anymore to serve media fragments.
More specifically, the server needs to be able to interpret the Media Fragment specific HTTP extensions (i.e., new Range header units and HTTP response headers).
Additionally, the server needs to dispose of a fragment translation module. The latter is format-specific which means that the server can only serve media fragments
compliant to its supported media formats.
– Existing HTTP caches are not able to cache media fragments with this approach,
since they are unaware of the new HTTP Range header units. Only specialized
media caches, aware of these new units, are able to cache media fragments retrieved
using this approach.
We implemented a Media Fragments-aware server, which will be discussed in detail in
Sect. 5.

3.4 Evaluation
An overview of the three different approaches for media fragment retrieval over HTTP
is shown in Table 1. In this table, the three approaches are compared to each other
according to five criteria. As already discussed above, the approach where the full media
resource is retrieved is not feasible for large media resources (i.e., the bandwidth cost
and latency are too high), despite the minimal extensions needed within the current
Web infrastructure.
Comparing the mapping calculation at the UA and at the server, both approaches
have their own pro’s and cons. Server-side mapping calculation is the most efficient
approach in terms of bandwidth cost and latency, but requires extensions for existing
Web caches and servers. UA-side mapping calculation requires a large implementation
cost at the UA, and the mapping calculation itself may introduce an additional latency.
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Table 1 Evaluation of the different media fragment retrieval strategies.

Bandwidth
cost
Latency
UA
extensions
Cache
extensions
Server
extensions

Full resource
retrieval
full resource

Mapping calculation
at UA
media fragment + portions
needed for mapping
time needed for the
mapping calculation

Mapping calculation
at server
media fragment

MF interpretation
and rendering

none

MF interpretation,
remote mapping module,
and rendering
none

none

none

MF request, mapping,
module, and response

time to download
bytes before start
of the fragment
MF interpretation
and rendering

no extra latency
introduced

new Range units

regular
HTTP server

(2)

(5)
(4)
(1)

Media Fragments
Translation Service

(3)

User Agent

Fig. 4 Retrieving media fragments with the help from a Media Fragments Translation Service.

In the next sections, we propose two optimized approaches (i.e., one for UA-side
and one for server-side mapping calculation). More specifically, we present the following
(orthogonal) contributions:
– Media Fragments translation service: a service assisting UAs to perform their mapping calculation (see Sect. 4);
– format-independent Media Fragments server: a Media Fragments-aware server with
a mapping calculation module that is independent of media formats (see Sect. 5).

4 Media Fragments Translation Service
The main reason why we introduce a Media Fragments Translation Service (MFTS) is
to preserve as much as possible the existing Web infrastructure. More specifically, our
goal is that regular HTTP servers can serve media fragments, existing HTTP caches
are able to cache media fragments, and UAs only require a minimal extension for
media fragments retrieval (i.e., the minimal extension comes down to just parsing and
interpretation of Media Fragments URIs).
The role of the MFTS is illustrated in Fig. 4. Suppose we want to retrieve the
media fragment media.mp4#t=11,19 (see Fig. 2), the following steps are taken:
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(1) The UA parses and interprets the Media Fragment URI. Since the media is served
by a regular HTTP server, fragments can only be retrieved in terms of byte ranges.
However, there is no media fragments translation module available at the UA.
Therefore, the UA makes use of the MFTS by asking which byte ranges correspond
to the temporal range 11-19 seconds. The corresponding HTTP request message is
depicted in Fig. 3(d).
(2) The MFTS interprets the request from the UA and calculates the mapping between
the media fragment and its byte ranges. The latter is achieved in the same way as
discussed in Sect. 3.2, using so-called remote mapping calculation algorithms.
(3) When the MFTS has found the mapping between the media fragment and its byte
ranges (i.e., 3000-6000 bytes), it constructs an HTTP redirect response message (see
Fig. 3(d)) indicating the relation between the media fragment the UA requested
and its location in terms of byte ranges.
(4) Since the UA now does know which byte ranges correspond to the media fragment,
it can retrieve the media fragment using a regular HTTP byte range request (see
Fig. 3(a)).
(5) Finally, the Web server returns the requested bytes, which correspond to the media
fragment. The UA loads these bytes and can start playing the media fragment.
When the MFTS is unable to calculate the mapping (e.g., the MFTS is unaware
of the underlying container format) or the mapping results in too many byte ranges
(e.g., in case of interleaved tracks as discussed in Sect. 2.2.2), the MFTS redirects the
UA to the full media resource.
We implemented a MFTS in order to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach.
The MFTS is available at http://ninsuna.elis.ugent.be/MFProxy and can be used
as follows:
GET /MFProxy?url=<MediaResourceURI>
Host: ninsuna.elis.ugent.be
Accept: video/*
Range: <Range>
Accept-Range-Redirect: bytes
Both time and track units are supported in the HTTP Range header. Note that
for the moment, the MFTS only supports MP4 [5] and Ogg [11] media resources. The
response times of the MFTS heavily depend on
– the connection between the MFTS and the HTTP Web server: a slow link will
naturally cause a higher response time;
– the remote mapping calculation algorithm (dependent on the underlying media
format): index interpretation (e.g., in case of MP4) is more efficient than bisectional
search over HTTP (e.g., in case of Ogg) (see Sect. 3.2).
Given such a MFTS, every media resource on the Web can be served through a Media
Fragment URIs, on condition that the MFTS supports the underlying container format.
Moreover, the MFTS could also be used as a kind of media resource information service,
not only providing the mapping between media fragments and byte ranges, but also
other information such as available tracks, duration, or bit rate.
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5 NinSuna: a Format-independent Media Fragments Server
In the previous section, our goal was to preserve as much as possible the existing
RAU-to-byte range map
media
Web infrastructure
withresource
the introduction of media fragments. In this section however,
cache
T
RAU
Btrack0
Btrack1
… servers. Moreover, we
we elaborate on the architecture of specialized
media
fragment
propose an architecture
that
is
independent
of
the
underlying
media formats and that
header
0
0-39 40-48
h
0
B0
is able to efficiently
interpret standardized
Media Fragment requests.
B0
1,28 49-69 70-76
The NinSuna
platform,
which
the
authors
introduced
in
[19],
is
a
format-independent
h+b0
t1
B1 that is able to
media delivery platform
perform
selection operations such
2,24
… high-level
…
h+b0+b1
t2
…
as fragment extraction.B2Moreover, as elaborated
on in [20], NinSuna makes use of a
format-independent packaging technique (i.e., to encapsulate media into a container
format), independent (a)
of the high-level selection (b)
operations. In the next subsections,
we show how Media Fragments can be served through NinSuna, with at its core a
format-independent selection and packaging engine.

5.1 Functioning Overview
A high-level overview of the functioning of NinSuna6 is depicted in Fig. 5. One of
the keys in the design of our NinSuna platform is the datablock-based index for the
media repository. This index is based on a model for media resources describing the
high-level structure of media resources in terms of Random Access Units (RAUs)7 and
corresponding data blocks [18]. More specifically, for each track of the media resource,
we describe the list of RAUs. Subsequently, we describe each RAU in terms of data
blocks, containing information such as display time and byte range. For a video track,
a data block typically corresponds to a video frame or slice. By creating a formatindependent index for every media resource in the repository, we can obtain a formatindependent selection and packaging core.
The datablock-based index is based on Semantic Web technologies. More specifically, our model for media resources is implemented in the Web Ontology Language
(OWL, [9]); thus the instances of the model (i.e., the index) are represented in the
Resource Description Format (RDF, [8]). Additionally, data blocks are retrieved by
means of SPARQL Protocol And Query Language (SPARQL, [13]) queries [18].
6
7

http://ninsuna.elis.ugent.be
Each RAU starts with a random access point and ends just before the next one.
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The general workflow of NinSuna is depicted in Fig. 6. If media resources need to
be selected and packaged with our proposed method, metadata instances compliant
to our model need to be generated during the metadata generation step (1); this way,
the datablock-based index is created in the form of RDF triples. The requested parts
of the media streams are obtained during the data block selection step (2), where
RDF graphs describing data blocks are queried using SPARQL. Based on the selected
data blocks, a simple RDF-to-XML transformation is performed (3). The result of this
transformation is an XML description of the selected datablocks, called a Bitstream
Syntax Description (BSD). The latter can be used to create a packaged version of the
adapted media bitstream. The classes and properties defined in our model, needed for
the packaging process, are mapped to XML elements and attributes respectively.
The actual packaging process starts with the transformation of the BSD representing (part of) the elementary media bitstream (4). The resulting BSD represents an
adapted and packaged media bitstream. The obtained BSD is compliant with MPEG-B
BSDL [7], which implies that the BSDL framework can be used for further processing.
The BSD transformation can be implemented using XSLT or STX, which enables the
use of a format-independent transformation engine. Additionally, a Bitstream Syntax
Schema (BS Schema, [7]) needs to be created, describing the high-level structures and
syntax elements of the packaging format (5). Finally, the adapted and packaged media bitstream is created using BSDL’s format-independent BSDtoBin parser [7], based
on the BSD representing the adapted and packaged media bitstream, the BS Schema
describing the delivery format, and the original media bitstream (6).
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Thus, given a media repository where each media resource is indexed according
to the datablock-based index, creating a media segment within NinSuna requires the
following steps (see also Fig. 5).
1. For each requested track and possibly given time range, the proper data blocks are
selected. Note that the first returned data block always needs to correspond to a
random access point.
2. The selected data blocks are packaged into a requested container format (e.g.,
MP4). For each container format, a packaging filter exists (i.e., represented by
XSLT or STX), taking as input data blocks and producing an XML description
corresponding to a packaged version of the selected data blocks (for instance, put
a header and syntax structures around the data blocks) [20]. An example of such
a filter will be shown further in this paper.
3. Finally, the selected and packaged data blocks are serialized. As already mentioned,
the latter can be realized by making use of MPEG-B BSDL: based on the original
media resource and an XML description of the selected and packaged data blocks,
the desired media segment can be generated [1, 7].
As described above, NinSuna enables the generation of a media resource corresponding to a segment of another media resource. Since the result of this operation is a
new and playable media resource, we cannot call this a media fragment, as discussed
in Sect. 2.2.1. However, we can use URI queries as an interface for the NinSuna platform. For example, http://ninsuna/media.mp4?t=10,20 corresponds to a new media
resource (with a new header) containing the frames between 10 and 20 seconds of
media.mp4. Hence, in order to provide support for Media Fragment URIs in a formatindependent way, additional provisions are necessary.

5.2 Extending NinSuna for Media Fragments Support
Extending a Web server with Media Fragments support is relatively easy. More specifically, if the server contains a fragment-to-byte range translation module for the requested media format, it can perform the mapping calculation and serve the corresponding bytes. However, in this scenario, the tranlation module is format-dependent:
the server needs a different translation module for each media format that is being
served.
Alternatively, NinSuna is designed to select and deliver media resources independent of the underlying coding formats. The latter is obtained by maintaining a generic
index structure for each media resource; selection and packaging filters are based on
this generic index structure (see Sect. 5.1). As a consequence, each served media resource is selected and packaged on-the-fly, which means that requested media resources
are only available at runtime. Therefore, mapping media fragments to byte ranges is
more complex within NinSuna in comparison to regular Web servers, since the exact
byte ranges are only available at runtime. Additionally, as a matter of optimization,
we do not want to generate the full media resource, if only a media fragment of that
resource is requested.
In order to cope with these problems, we extended NinSuna so that it is able to
efficiently interpret a media fragment request. Suppose we want to retrieve the media
fragment media.mp4#t=11,19 (see Fig. 2), the following steps are taken.
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BSD (elementary bitstream)

BSD (elementary bitstream)

<MediaBitstream tsrate="44100"
source="http://foo.foo/example.aac">
<DeliveryParameters>
<samplingFreq>44100</samplingFreq>
</DeliveryParameters>
<DataBlock start="41518" length="247" ts="0"/>
<DataBlock start="41765" length="440" ts="1024"/>
<!-- ... -->
</MediaBitstream>

<MediaBitstream tsrate="44100"
source="http://foo.foo/example.aac">
<DeliveryParameters>
<samplingFreq>44100</samplingFreq>
</DeliveryParameters>
<DataBlock start="41518" length="247" ts="0"/>
<DataBlock start="41765" length="440" ts="1024"/>
<!-- ... -->
</MediaBitstream>

BSD (packed bitstream)
<MP4_stream
bs1:bitstreamURI="http://foo.foo/example.aac">
<!-- ... -->
<ttsBox>
<size>24</size>
<type>stts</type>
<version>0</version>
<flags>0</flags>
<entry_count>1</entry_count>
<sample_count>1653</sample_count>
<sample_delta>1024</sample_delta>
</ttsBox>
<!-- ... -->
</MP4_stream>

(a)

BSD (packed bitstream)
<MP4_stream
bs1:bitstreamURI="http://foo.foo/example.aac">
<data>41518 247</data>
<data>41765 440</data>
<!-- … -->
</mdatBox>
</MP4_stream>

(b)

Fig. 7 Illustrating header and data mode in the MP4 packaging filter.

1. Header generation: the header (in this case the MP4 header) of the full media resource (i.e., media.mp4) is generated. More specifically, each packaging filter has
two different modes: header and data. In header mode, the packaging filter only
sends header XML structures to the serialization module. An example is depicted
in Fig. 7(a), where only the header structures of an MP4 file are created. Additionally, the packaging header generates a map containing the relation between
media fragments (i.e., tracks and time) and their byte offsets within the full media
resource.
2. Payload generation: the data blocks corresponding to the requested temporal range
(i.e., 11-19 seconds) are selected, packaged, and serialized. This time, the packaging
filter operates in data mode and produces no header XML structures. For example,
in Fig. 7(b), no header structures are generated for the MP4 file, only pointers to
the data are generated.
3. Response generation: based on the output of the serialization module and the generated fragment-to-byte range mapping, an HTTP response is created (see Fig. 3(b)).
For efficiency reasons, the generated header and fragment-to-byte range mapping
are temporally cached. Further, NinSuna allows the combination of URI queries and
URI fragments. For example, consider the media fragment media.mp4?t=10,20#t=2,4.
Retrieving the latter from NinSuna would result in an MP4 header corresponding to
the media resource media.mp4?t=10,20 and payload data corresponding to 2-4 seconds
(or 12-14 seconds in media.mp4). An implementation of Media Fragment support for
NinSuna and additional examples are available at http://ninsuna.elis.ugent.be/
MediaFragmentsServer.
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5.3 Application: Multiple Bit Rate Delivery
One of the scenarios where we deployed NinSuna and its server-side Media Fragments
URI implementation is multiple bit rate delivery. Examples of multiple bit rate delivery
on the Web are YouTube8 or Dailymotion9 . Typically, multiple bit rate versions of the
same visual content are represented by different media resources. On the other hand,
a media resource can also be characterized by a number of tracks, each combination
representing the same audio-visual content but having a different bit rate. For example,
consider the media resource media.mp4 having the following tracks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

high quality H.264/AVC video (1000 kbit/s)
medium quality H.264/AVC video (500 kbit/s)
low quality H.264/AVC video (200 kbit/s)
high quality AAC audio (192 kbit/s)
low quality AAC audio (96 kbit/s)

Each combination of one audio and one video track results in the same audio-visual
representation. However, different combinations will result in different bit rates/qualities. Having multiple bit rates at our disposal allows us to deliver media to a wide
range of devices (from High Definition TVs to mobile phones) and to anticipate differing network conditions [22]. The following two subsections illustrate two approaches to
deliver different versions towards end-users, using Media Fragment URIs.
5.3.1 HTTP Download
In the context of the IBBT Gr@sp project10 , NinSuna was used to deploy multiple
bit rate delivery over HTTP. Therefore, we ingested Apple’s iTunes Movie Trailers
archive11 into our NinSuna platform so that multiple versions of each movie trailer
were available for the end-user12 .
The different versions of a media resource are represented by Media Fragment
URIs. More specifically, URI queries are used to indicate the desired tracks (i.e., desired bit rate). Note that we use URI queries for track selection since track extraction
from a track-interleaved media resource results in a huge amount of byte ranges (see
Sect. 2.2.2). Thus, the following combinations of media.mp4 could be created:
– http://ninsuna/media.mp4?track=1;4: high quality audio and video;
– http://ninsuna/media.mp4?track=2;5: medium quality audio and video;
– http://ninsuna/media.mp4?track=3;5: low quality audio and video;
5.3.2 HTTP Live Streaming
The downside of the approach presented in the previous section is that the quality of
the media resource need to be known beforehand and cannot be changed during the
media delivery. Dynamic switching of tracks is interesting when the available bandwidth
8

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.dailymotion.com/
10 https://projects.ibbt.be/grasp/
11 http://trailers.apple.com/
12 The trailers can be accessed at http://ninsuna.elis.ugent.be/DownloadServlet/apple/
grasp.html
9
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# EXTM3U
# EXT -X - STREAM - INF : PROGRAM - ID =1 , BANDWIDTH =1192
http :// ninsuna / L i v e S t r e a m i n g S e r v l e t / media . m3u8 ? track =1;4
# EXT -X - STREAM - INF : PROGRAM - ID =1 , BANDWIDTH =596
http :// ninsuna / L i v e S t r e a m i n g S e r v l e t / media . m3u8 ? track =2;5
# EXT -X - STREAM - INF : PROGRAM - ID =1 , BANDWIDTH =296
http :// ninsuna / L i v e S t r e a m i n g S e r v l e t / media . m3u8 ? track =3;5
# EXT -X - ENDLIST

Listing 1 Describing alternative versions of a media resource within an M3U8 index file.

is rapidly changing. Recently, Apple proposed HTTP Live Streaming, which is a new
open standard for live video streaming over HTTP, currently submitted as an IETF
Internet-Draft [10]. It is able to send live or prerecorded media to iPhones (and other
devices). Any ordinary HTTP Web server can be used; for clients however, currently
only QuickTime X (or later) and the player that comes with the iPhone OS 3.0 support
HTTP Live Streaming.
In order to serve a media resource as a HTTP Live Streamable resource, the media
resource needs to be segmented and stored as separate segments on the server. During
this segmentation phase, an index file is created, containing a list of these media segment files and additional metadata. The format of the index file is an extension of the
format used for MP3 playlists (M3U13 ), i.e., M3U8. The workflow for delivering media
using HTTP Live Streaming is then as follows:
1. the UA fetches the index file of the desired media resource from the server;
2. based on the index file, the UA knows the location of the available media segment
files;
3. the UA starts downloading each available media segment file in sequence.
One of the features that comes with HTTP Live streaming is dynamic stream
switching. To realize this, the server maintains multiple versions of the same multimedia
content. Since the UA requests small segments, the version of the multimedia content
can be switched during the consumption of a particular media resource (e.g., due to
varying network conditions). More specifically, the UA can decide to request the next
segment from an alternative version (which can for instance be characterized by a lower
bit rate).
We implemented HTTP Live streaming, inclusive dynamic stream switching, within
NinSuna, using Media Fragment URIs. It is important to notice that we did not cut
the media resources into different segments (as done in regular HTTP Live streaming
setups). Moreover, we use Media Fragment URIs to point to these segments. Hence, it
is not necessary to physically separate these segments [21]. In particular, the following
extensions into NinSuna were necessary:
– MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2 TS, [6]) packaging filter: currently, practical implementations of HTTP Live streaming UAs only support MPEG-2 TS as
container format;
– M3U8 generation service: based on a requested media resource, a corresponding
index file need to be generated containing pointers to the different segments.
For our media.mp4 example, the generated M3U8 index file is depicted in Listing 1.
As one can see, three alternative versions are specified for the media resource, each
13

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M3U
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# EXTM3U
# EXT -X - TARGETDU RATION :12.0
# EXT -X - MEDIA - SEQUENCE :0
# EXTINF :11 ,
http :// ninsuna / Do w nl oa d Se rv le t / media . ts ? track =1;4# t =0 ,11.3
# EXTINF :11 ,
http :// ninsuna / Do w nl oa d Se rv le t / media . ts ? track =1;4# t =11.3 ,22.6
# EXTINF :12 ,
http :// ninsuna / Do w nl oa d Se rv le t / media . ts ? track =1;4# t =22.6 ,34.3
# EXTINF :10 ,
http :// ninsuna / Do w nl oa d Se rv le t / media . ts ? track =1;4# t =34.3 ,44.6
# EXT -X - ENDLIST

Listing 2 Dividing a media resource into packets by means of Media Fragment URIs.

containing a different bit rate. As discussed above, the alternative versions can be
represented by means of Media Fragment URIs, by making use of URI query parameters
to specify the correct tracks. However, note that we do not point to a version of
the media resource itself, but to the M3U8 index file of that media resource (e.g.,
media.m3u8?track=1;4).
Given an M3U8 index file providing a number of alternative versions for a particular
media resource, the UA decides which version has to be retrieved, given the constraints
of its usage environment (e.g., available bandwidth, available battery power). For the
chosen version, the UA retrieves the corresponding M3U8 index file; an example of the
high quality version for our media.mp4 example is depicted in Listing 2. In the latter
M3U8 index file, we see that the media resource is divided in temporal segments by
means of Media Fragment URIs using the query parameter to indicate the correct tracks
and using a fragment identifier to indicate the temporal range. More specifically, the
media resource media.ts?track=1;4 is divided in temporal ranges where each range
is approximatly 12 s. Note that the boundaries of the media fragments occuring in the
M3U8 index file are dependent on the random access points that occur in the media
resource, which is the reason that the actual duration of each fragment differs from the
target duration. The media fragments located in the M3U8 index file point to media
resources packaged in an MPEG-2 Transport Stream container. These fragments can
be requested and downloaded from our NinSuna server, as explained in Sect. 5.2.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
The Media Fragment Working Group contributes to making audio-visual content a
first citizen on the Web by specifying a mechanism to address media fragments using
URIs. In this paper, we gave an overview of the Media Fragments URI specification
and provided a number of implementation strategies. We identified the key component within a Media Fragment URI implementation, i.e., a module able to translate
media fragments into byte ranges. We presented solutions where this translation module was implemented at the UA or at the server. Further, we presented two optimized
approaches to implement Media Fragments URIs. Firstly, we proposed the Media Fragments Translation Service, enabling to keep the existing Web infrastructure as much as
possible when implementing Media Fragments URIs. Secondly, a format-independent
Media Fragments server was presented. The latter implements the full server-side Me-
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dia Fragments URI specification, while relying on an architecture that is independent
of underlying media formats.
Future work consists of considering other protocols than HTTP for Media Fragments URI retrieval. More specifically, we need to investigate how media streaming
protocols such as the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP, [14]) can be mapped onto
the current Media Fragments URI specification. Also, the relationship between metadata information located in the container formats and the track names used in Media
Fragment URIs needs to be further investigated. For example, what are the possibilities for UAs to discover the track names and their corresponding track properties. We
illustrated one approach using M3U8 index files to solve this issue, but a more general
approach is more desirable.
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